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Hainan’s New Maritime Regulations: A Preliminary Analysis 

-- M. Taylor Fravel 

Hainan’s People’s Congress 
recently approved new regulations 
for the management of public order 
for coastal and border defence. Part 
of the regulations authorizes public 
security units to inspect, detain or 
expel foreign ships illegally entering 
waters under Hainan’s jurisdiction.  
As a result, initial reporting and 
analysis indicated that the 
regulations may provide a basis for 
China to challenge freedom of 
navigation in the vast disputed 

waters of the South China Sea. As the full-text of the regulations has not been 
published, such conclusions are, at the very least, premature.  Moreover, based on 
information that is currently available, the regulations will likely focus on the activities 
of foreign ships and personnel within Hainan’s 12 nautical mile territorial seas and 
along Hainan’s coast, including its islands.  The basis for this conclusion is analysis 
of a partial summary of the regulations that Xinhua published.  

The regulations govern the activities of Hainan’s public security border defence units 
(Gong'an Bianfang Jiguan).  This refers to China’s public security border defence 
troops, which are part of the People's Armed Police but fall under the Ministry of 
Public Security and include the Maritime Police (Haijing, also referred to as China’s 
Coast Guard).  These public security units are tasked with maintaining public order in 
China's border and coastal areas, including port security and immigration. However, 
they are not responsible for maintaining law and order within China's Exclusive 
Economic Zones (EEZ) or any maritime zone beyond the 12 nautical mile territorial 
sea. The China Marine Surveillance force under the State Oceanic Administration 
holds the primary responsibility for these duties along with the Maritime Safety 
Administration and Fisheries Law Enforcement Command.  

The details of the Hainan regulations indicate that the conditions under which public 
security border defence units are authorized to engage foreign vessels is limited.  
Here's the key paragraph from Xinhua: 《条例》对外国船舶及其人员，进入海南管辖海域不得有违反沿海边防治安管理的行为进行了界定，包括：通过海南管辖领海海域时非法停船或者下锚，寻衅滋事；未经查验准许擅自出境入境或者未经批准擅自改变出境入境口岸；非法登上海南管辖岛屿；破坏海南管辖岛屿上的海防设施或者生产生活设施；实施侵犯国家主权或者危害国家安全的宣传活动和其他法律、法规规定违反沿海边防治安管理的行为。 
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The paragraph defines six actions that could warrant boarding or other interference 
with foreign vessels: 1) vessels that stop or anchor within the 12 nautical mile 
territorial sea (linghai) or “try to pick a quarrel,” 2) vessels that enter ports without 
approval or inspection, 3) the illegal landing on islands under the administration of 
Hainan, 4) the destruction of coastal defences or production facilities on islands 
under the administration of Hainan, 5) violations of national sovereignty or 
propaganda activities that threaten national security, and 6) other actions that 
threaten the management of public order in coastal and border areas. 

The only maritime zone mentioned specifically in the regulations is China's 12 
nautical mile territorial sea, where it enjoys more or less the equivalent of sovereign 
powers under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. There is no specific 
reference to boarding foreign vessels in other zones such as the EEZ, though 
apparent language from the preamble refers broadly to "waters under Hainan's 
administration" that could include areas in the South China Sea beyond 12 nautical 
miles. Nevertheless, the actions outlined above are all concern with Chinese territory 
or territorial waters – not the much larger maritime areas that press accounts have 
suggested. This is, moreover, consistent with the duties of the China's public security 
border defence units that are the subject of the regulations.  

The impact on disputed areas in the South China Sea is likely to be minimal in the 
short to medium-term. In the regulations, the reference to the islands under Hainan’s 
administration indicates that they could be used to justify or rationalize the 
interference with the navigation of foreign vessels in territorial waters around islands 
and other features that China either occupies or claims in the South China Sea. 
However, the Chinese navy and not public security border forces are responsible for 
the defence of the islands that China holds. Whether public security units are 
granted a greater role in disputed areas is a key indicator to track. 

In addition, Hainan is not the only Chinese province to pass new regulations 
governing public order in coastal and border areas. Within the past week, Zhejiang 
and Hebei have also passed similar regulations.  Importantly, Hebei is not adjacent 
to any disputed maritime areas. This suggests a broader effort among coastal 
provinces to strengthen the management of public order in border and coastal areas 
and not a specific focus on disputed areas, though the regulations are relevant as 
discussed above. 

In sum, although the regulations establish a legal basis for Hainan’s public security 
border defence units to board or seize foreign vessels on or near disputed islands, 
they are unlikely to result in a major change in China's behaviour in the disputed 
waters of the South China Sea. Policing China’s EEZ is the responsibility of the 
China Marine Surveillance and the Fisheries Law Enforcement Command, not public 
security units.  Nevertheless, given the applicability to disputed islands and adjacent 
territorial waters, China should clarify when and where these regulations apply. 

(M. Taylor Fravel is an Associate Professor of Political Science and member of the Security 
Studies Program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.)  

Source: The Diplomat, 1 December 
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Moscow Adds to South China Sea Poker Stakes 

-- Li Jian 

During a recent visit to Vietnam, Russia President Vladimir Putin told media that 
Russia and Vietnam were discussing the establishment of a material and technical 
support station in Cam Ranh Bay. In recent years, military cooperation between 
Russia and Vietnam has been increasing, driven by the strategic concerns of both 
sides.  Cam Ranh Bay was one of the most important overseas bases of the Soviet 
Union during the Cold War. It never faded far away from Russia's strategic vision, 
but Russia eventually mothballed the base due to economic constraints.  

One of the reasons for Russia to return to Cam Ranh Bay is to display its ambition. 
Russia's current leadership sees the country's renaissance as its main goal, sticking 
to a tough line both in strategy and diplomacy. Besides, Russia is attempting to 
expand its strategic room for movement.  Returning to Cam Ranh Bay is one of the 
important strategic steps Russia can take to gain a foothold in the Pacific region 
once again.  It is predictable that Russia will keep its tough stance on the Southern 
Kuril Islands, known by Japan as the Northern Territories. Thus, it would ensure the 
security of its channels to the Pacific in the north, while expanding southward to Cam 
Ranh Bay, and in so doing recreate the sphere of influence the Soviet Union once 
had in Southeast Asia.  

For Vietnam, in order to maintain and expand its vested interests in the South China 
Sea, it has been instigating external forces to interfere there. Vietnam has 
strengthened military ties with the US, Japan, India and Russia. Since last year, with 
military relations between Vietnam and the US drawing closer, Vietnam revealed its 
plan to rent out Cam Ranh Bay. It even invited US Defence Secretary Leon Panetta 
to visit the bay. However, Vietnam knows well that cooperating with the US is risky. It 
wants to avoid overly stimulating China while seeking strong external support, so 
Russia is the best choice.  

Russia's return to Cam Ranh Bay will increase the complexity of the South China 
Sea issue. No matter whether military co-operations bring the Philippines and the US 
closer or sketch new ties between Russia and Vietnam, both add to the cost for 
China to maintain its interests in the South China Sea. However, Russia's return 
could also bring opportunities. Russia and the US both in the Southeast Asia again 
could create more strategic room for China. There have already been various 
external forces acting in the Southeast Asia. Russia's return may not only bring 
threats but also provide more diplomatic manoeuvring room for China. 

Source: Global Times, 1 December 

Piracy: A Threat to Maritime Security and the Global Economy  

-- Lawrence P. Farrell Jr. 

One of the least understood global security threats is the ongoing struggle to contain 
piracy off Somalia, in the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean. These are not the only 
venues where piracy is practiced, but they are the most visible and, lately, 
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problematic. It is not understood well because it doesn’t directly affect the daily lives 
of most people. Piracy is a major concern for shippers, insurance agencies, 
underwriters, crews and cargo owners. It does ultimately affect all consumers 
because it can drive up the price of goods, including oil, other commodities and 
manufactured products. 

Some readers might recall the capture of the Maersk Alabama and the imprisonment 
of its captain. Navy SEALs were dispatched to rescue the skipper and demonstrated 
their impressive skills. Shipping companies have pretty much been on their own, to 
cope with piracy. Remember that pirates morphed from fishermen whose grounds 
were encroached upon and ended up resorting to the much more lucrative piracy 
business. As time wore on, national navies took up the cause, with loosely 
coordinated patrols to waive off pirates. This cooperation was enhance by reporting 
mechanisms and armed guards on ships. The pirates’ response was to gain better 
intelligence and to use mother ships to extend their reach by hundreds of miles. 

The response to all this was to provide armed guards on commercial vessels. Most 
guards are from private maritime security companies, and some came from host 
militaries. This was the case in Italy, where Italian Marines served aboard Italian-
flagged carriers. It is estimated that 60 percent of commercial carriers now have 
armed guards. And in 2012, reported incidents have dropped dramatically. The 
question is whether this will be a lasting trend. An incident involving ships guarded 
by Italian Marines illuminates some of the issues. As pirates operated out of Somalia, 
the shippers were advised to hug the Indian coast when coming and going to the 
Persian Gulf and Suez Canal. This took them through Indian fishing grounds and 
posed conflict with Indian fisherman, many of whom were armed.  

In February, the Enrica Lexie encountered what were perceived to be pirates.  The 
Marines fired warning shots, and reported the incident to their command in Bari, Italy. 
Later, aboard an Indian ship, the St. Anthony, two crewmen were killed by fire from a 
tanker. There were several tankers in the vicinity of the incident, but only the Enrica 
Lexie reported pirate contact. Indian authorities sent out cutters and helicopters to 
urge the Lexie to port in India. India subsequently arrested two Italian Marines. The 
Italian and Indian governments are at loggerheads over the issue, and resolution 
appears far off, as each side presents conflicting evidence. This incident, among 
others, has had a dampening effect on international cooperation and reporting of 
piracy incidents. During “Countering Piracy Week” and the Hanson Wade Combating 
Piracy Conference in London, in October, the chief of the International Maritime 
Bureau was quoted by news media as saying that vessels with private security are 
not reporting attempted attacks that other vessels were reporting before. Owners 
might hesitate to report attempted attacks in areas they travel in frequently for fear of 
more attacks. 

So the problem is that cooperation is breaking down. Carriers and navies need 
information about attacks to counter the pirates, but a wave of under reporting is 
occurring. One reason is the fear of liability — both personal and contractual — if a 
guard is held legally responsible for shooting at and perhaps killing or wounding 
either pirates or innocent fisherman — even though they may also be armed and 
look like pirates. Next is the potential loss of business if cargo owners believe 
shipping to be unsafe. Also, insurance rates might be raised if insurers perceive 
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increased risk. The possibility of a detour to port to report and fill out paperwork 
results in unplanned delays and potential loss of future contracts. Then there are 
those who may be engaged in marginally legal operations or carrying questionable 
cargo that are unlikely to provide reports. 

Shippers complain that the system is a one-way street. They provide information, but 
get very little feedback on other reporting or trends. Michael Frodl, of C-Level 
Maritime Risks estimates that the under reporting is significant. In July, August and 
September, there were at least two reported incidents, but Frodl estimates there 
were probably 12 to 14 incidents during that time. The upshot for the United States 
and allied nations is that lack of cooperation in combating piracy will cost us all and 
make a tough job even tougher. It will drive commodity prices up, and further 
fragment international cooperation on critical matters. Remember that one of the 
roles of the Navy is to secure freedom of navigation. As the piracy challenge is 
clearly beyond the capability of national navies alone, collaboration with the shippers 
is essential to getting control of this problem. Without their cooperation, a solution is 
not possible, and the problem gets worse. Better management and understanding of 
this issue are essential. If left uncontrolled, it will affect every nation. Trade in goods 
— both manufactured and raw materials — and maritime access are at risk. Lacking 
international agreement to address the problem could, in the worst cases, lead to 
conflict. 

Source: National Defence Magazine, 1 December 

What China’s Transition Means for India 

-- Ananth Krishnan 

The new leadership in Beijing is likely to look for stability in relations with New Delhi as it 
addresses more urgent issues with its neighbours in the Asia Pacific and the U.S. 

“Continuity” is a word that National Security Adviser Shivshankar Menon is likely to 
hear often from his Chinese interlocutors during his visit to Beijing. Mr. Menon, who 
is also the Special Representative on the boundary question, will meet State 
Councillor Dai Bingguo, his counterpart on the border talks, for what officials have 
described as “informal talks” on the border and strategic issues of common concern. 
He is expected to hold talks with one of the seven members of the newly-selected 
Politburo Standing Committee — likely to be second-ranked Li Keqiang, the anointed 
Premier, subject to his availability — marking India’s first real engagement with the 
fifth generation of the Chinese leadership following the November 15 transition. 

The once-in-ten-year leadership change in China is likely to usher in a new chapter 
on how the country conducts its foreign policy, officials and strategic scholars in 
Beijing say. Over the next four months, both the Communist Party of China (CPC) 
and the government that it leads will complete a sweeping change across all levels 
of its leadership. At the recently concluded Party Congress, the CPC selected a new 
25-member Politburo and 371-member Central Committee, which will guide policy-
making in all spheres for the next five years. The Parliament session of the National 
People’s Congress in March will be of more relevance to China’s diplomacy. The 
expected retirement of Dai Bingguo — one of five State Councillors who function 
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under the four Vice Premiers of the Cabinet, or the State Council — in March has 
received much attention in India, as he has served as the Special Representative 
(SR) on the boundary talks since the current format was initiated a decade ago. 

BORDER TALKS 

Chinese officials and strategic scholars who focus on China-India relations say Mr. 
Dai’s retirement will not have much impact on the boundary talks. Mr. Dai himself, as 
the SR, was only tasked with the mandate of following strictly the guidelines put in 
place by the Politburo and Central Committee for the talks. That role will be 
continued by his successor as the SR — the current Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi 
and Vice Foreign Ministers Fu Ying and Zhang Zhijun, who were all selected as 
members of the new Central Committee, have been mentioned as likely candidates. 
Among Chinese strategic scholars, there is little expectation that the boundary talks, 
of which 15 rounds have been held, will yield any major concrete outcomes in the 
near future. Since 2005, when the two countries completed the first of three stages 
of negotiations by signing an agreement on political parameters and guiding 
principles, perceptions in Beijing are that the crucial second stage of framework 
negotiations has been deadlocked. 

“After 2005, there is nearly no significant progress on the boundary talks,” said Hu 
Shisheng, a South Asia scholar at the China Institutes of Contemporary International 
Relations (CICIR). “If there [will] be any progress in the future,” he said, “it could be 
[because of] accepting and respecting each other’s LAC [Line of Actual Control] 
claim.” Based upon this, he said, both sides could “put aside the sovereignty issue” 
and leave the boundary question for next generations to solve. Mr. Hu’s sentiment 
was echoed in a rare commentary on the boundary talks published last month in the 
Liberation Daily, a newspaper with ties to the CPC in Shanghai, which suggested 
that both sides put aside the dispute. The commentary said even the status quo — 
that is, accepting the Line of Actual Control — would not be acceptable to both 
countries, rendering a solution unlikely in the near future. 

Lack of progress on the border notwithstanding, relations with India “will be much 
more stable” under the new leadership because of China’s current domestic and 
external priorities, according to Mr. Hu. As the Work Report of the Party Congress — 
the policy blueprint for the next five years — stressed, the internal focus will be on 
development. As for the external focus, “addressing China’s relations with West 
Pacific neighbours and China’s relations with the U.S.” would be the likely priority, Mr. 
Hu said. He agreed that India fared far below issues such as relations with the 
United States, current territorial disputes with Japan and the situation in the South 
China Sea in terms of China’s pressing priorities. “In urgency, it is true that China-
India relations are secondary to those more urgent issues,” he said. “[But] in China’s 
present foreign policy, India is regarded as one country that China has confidence in. 
India-China relations are not a disturbance. The Chinese government has to keep 
this kind of momentum. But as for issues such as N the regional order in the Asia-
Pacific region in particular, climate change and trade regime talks, China’s strong 
partner is still India.” “So, in whatever way,” he concluded, “China needs more stable 
Indo-China relations.” 
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‘PIVOT CONCERNS’ 

China’s concerns on the United States “pivot” or “rebalancing”, which has emerged 
as Beijing’s primary foreign policy focus in recent months, is likely to cast a shadow 
on ties with India. “Obama’s “pivot” offers a lens through which many Chinese 
analysts see India’s strategic intention toward China,” said Han Hua, a leading South 
Asia scholar at Peking University. “The two have to talk to each other on “core 
interests” and how to avoid challenging those interests,” she said. “Small frictions will 
be still there, but in general, stable relations are the main theme in China’s India 
policy.” 

Ms Han was of the view that China under new General Secretary Xi Jinping “will 
attach more importance on its relations with its neighbours than before.” Chinese 
officials and scholars say the new leadership is acutely aware that the past year has 
been a difficult one for China’s diplomacy. There is renewed concern in the region — 
particularly among China’s neighbours — about increasing Chinese assertiveness, in 
the wake of recent territorial disputes with Japan over the East China Sea islands 
and in the South China Sea. There is also a perception in Beijing that its diplomacy 
has lacked creativity and nimbleness. To elevate the level of diplomatic decision-
making, the CPC is considering appointing one of its 25 Politburo members as a new 
foreign policy “czar” who would also hold the title of Vice Premier — a rank higher 
than the position held by the current top Chinese diplomat, Mr. Dai. Wang Huning, 
who joined the Politburo in November, has been mentioned as a candidate for the 
post. As an official working in the Secretariat of the Politburo, Mr. Wang regularly 
accompanied President Hu Jintao on almost all of his international trips, including to 
India for the BRICS Summit earlier this year. He speaks French fluently and earlier 
worked as the Dean of the International Politics Department at Shanghai’s Fudan 
University. 

Two other areas where a new approach by the Chinese leadership is likely to be of 
relevance to India are with regard to Tibet and trade. The CPC has appointed a new 
head of the United Front Work Department, the leading organisation in charge of 
Tibet policy and talks with the Dalai Lama, which have been stalled after the Tibetan 
spiritual leader’s representatives resigned citing a hardening Chinese position. The 
around 90 self-immolation protests by Tibetans have brought fresh accusations 
aimed at Dharamsala of a “separatist plot”. The Tibet policy will be under the charge 
of Ling Jihua, a protégé of Hu Jintao. Under Mr. Hu, China followed an approach to 
Tibet that emphasised stability and security, and stepped up pressure on the Dalai 
Lama internationally. 

On the trade front, the past year has seen a more than 13 per cent decline in trade 
with India, as of October. Bilateral trade has been driven by Indian exports of iron ore 
and imports of Chinese power and telecom equipment. Iron ore exports are unlikely 
to recover as a result of a prolonged slowdown in China’s steel sector in the short-
term and the government’s long-term target of rebalancing the economy. China has 
suggested boosting mutual investments as a way to bridge the imbalance, but its 
officials have voiced concern — most recently at the November 26 Strategic 
Economic Dialogue in New Delhi — at the investment climate in India after duties on 
the import of power equipment and restrictions in the telecom sector were imposed. 
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The CPC’s Work Report highlighted health care reform and Information Technology 
as strategic priorities for the next five years, which may open up new possibilities for 
Indian pharmaceutical and IT companies. In both sectors, India is pushing for greater 
market access. But Chinese officials say Indian companies will, for their part, have to 
invest far more in the domestic market — in terms of boosting both their expertise 
and commitment — if they want to expand their presence in China as the country’s 
new leadership takes charge. 

Source: The Hindu, 3 December 

Don't be on the Back Foot: Those Who Seek to Dilute Navy Chief Joshi's 
Message Don't Really Understand Sea Power 

-- Admiral Sushil Kumar 

Was it fair of the government to brush aside the Navy Day message of Navy chief 
DK Joshi, suggesting that it was a media goof-up? The admiral's message merely 
conveyed the classical role of any navy such as ours which has a blue water 
capability. It is universally known that navies are meant to swiftly deploy and operate 
in any oceanic area where the interests of the nation require it to do so. That has 
always been the purpose of any navy and China certainly knows this.  

Frankly speaking, did not the media get it right when it linked the Navy chief's 
message to China's aggressive maritime posture? Rather than fault the media, we 
need to seriously introspect on India's timidity. Why do we always remain on the 
back foot when dealing with China?  

The Chinese debacle of 1962 is now history and the military equation is quite 
different today. Yet, we are just not able to deal with China on an equal footing. What 
this recent incident shows is that our inferiority complex lies not only across the 
McMahon Line, but also extends to India's maritime dimension.  

This is indeed ironic, for unlike the landward frontier with China where we find 
ourselves tactically disadvantaged, the situation at sea is entirely in our favour; we 
have an immense geographical advantage.  

India's geographical location in the Indian Ocean could provide us with strategic 
leverage which our political leadership ought to bear in mind. With the Indian 
subcontinent positioned dominantly astride the vital Sea Lanes of Communication 
(SLOC) - which include China's new silk route, through the Indian Ocean - it is not 
India but China that finds itself on the back foot.  

India is unable to exploit its advantage on the maritime front simply because our 
geopolitical attention remains consumed by the Line of Control and the McMahon 
Line. Our strategic compulsions vis-a-vis these land frontiers have led to a 
landlocked mindset, blinding us to the geographical reality that India is actually a 
maritime country.  

In short, other countries like China have learnt to exploit the geographical facts far 
better than us. Moreover, using the sea is not just a matter of increasing 
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understanding, but above all, a process of building capabilities. That indeed was the 
essence of Joshi's message on December 4. The people of India would be 
reassured to know that ours is the only navy in the Indian Ocean region that has the 
capability to operate aircraft carrier battle groups and nuclear submarines.  

Explaining the role of a navy has never been easy, since there is a vast difference in 
the way that a navy operates compared to an army or air force. Since navies 
invariably operate in international waters, which are open highways, they have the 
intrinsic advantage of being able to deploy to any part of the globe, unlike the army 
or air force which are confined to the nation's borders. Whilst all navies are well 
aware of their designated role and potential, it is the diplomats on both sides of the 
border who need to get attuned to the concept of naval operations. The Kargil 
conflict of 1999 is a case in point.  

While the Indian army and air force were still preparing to evict the Pakistani 
intruders, the Indian Navy fleets had already deployed and seized the initiative at sea. 
The swift deployment of Indian Navy battle groups prevented escalation and 
confined the hostilities to the Kargil sector. Gunboat diplomacy certainly has great 
possibilities.  

Reach and endurance is the concern of every blue water navy, and it is for this 
reason that the Indian Navy regularly deploys and operates across the world in 
different oceanic areas. That the Chinese have a healthy respect for the Indian 
Navy's capability has also been well established.  

In September 2000 when the Indian Navy deployed a task force of submarines and 
destroyers to exercise in the South China Sea, there were misgivings in certain 
political circles. To those who understand what sea power is all about, it came as no 
surprise that this task force, which operated for more than a month in the region, was 
finally received by the Chinese at Shanghai naval base with full military ceremony.  

Not many would know that the year 2012 is a historical landmark for the Indian Navy, 
for it came into being exactly four centuries ago, commissioned by the British East 
India Company in 1612. From a ragtag marine force, the navy is today a blue water 
force with potent capabilities. This is the sort of maritime heritage that would make 
any nation proud and is surely what every Indian would like to hear.  

Joshi's reassuring message on our Navy's 400th anniversary was essentially meant 
for the people of India. That such a message was misconstrued as a diplomatic faux 
pas clearly shows that we have a scant understanding of what sea power is all about.  

Perhaps we need to learn why the Greeks of antiquity and the emperors of ancient 
Rome went about building their navies even though it was an era of continental wars. 
If we do not want to fail the test of sea power as happened with Alexander, Napoleon 
and Hitler, it is time that we in India understood the purpose of a navy.  

(The writer is former chief of the Indian Navy.) 

Source: The Times of India, 10 December 
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The Divided Oceans: Towards A Larger Asia-Pacific Security Architecture 

-- Kanwal Sibal 

The security challenges in the Asia-Pacific region, which American ‘rebalancing’ 
towards Asia and Barack Obama’s tour of some Asian countries so early into his 
second presidency seek to address, are many and complex. Territorial disputes 
remain sharp in the region. China lays claim to Indian Territory and so does Pakistan. 
Afghanistan and Pakistan have border differences. China has maritime territorial 
disputes with Japan, Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei and Indonesia. 
Taiwan is also Party to these disputes, besides China itself having sovereignty 
claims over Taiwan. Japan and Russia have an outstanding dispute over the Kuril 
Islands. 

The problem of terrorism is more acute in this region than anywhere else. Pakistan, 
along with the border areas of Afghanistan, is a breeding ground of terrorism 
targeting India and Afghanistan, and creating a sense of vulnerability in Central Asia. 
Sri Lanka and Bangladesh have seen terrorism on their soil. So has China in 
Xinjiang. Terrorism has afflicted Thailand and Indonesia. Nuclear proliferation is a 
problem in the two extremities of this region, in Iran and North Korea. At the eastern 
end, the threat of a military strike against Iran is real despite the position of Russia 
and China, while it is most unlikely against North Korea at the western end in 
deference to China’s opposition. 

The presence of the United States of America in the region is substantial, with its 
Seventh Fleet as well as military bases in Japan, Australia, the Philippines, 
Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, and Diego Garcia. With 
concerns about China’s rise in mind, the US is reinforcing its military assets in the 
region further. The US defence secretary has described India, a bit exaggeratedly no 
doubt, as a “lynchpin” of this new strategy. In any case, this shows the direction of 
American thinking in terms of partnering with India strategically in this region. 

With its Fifth Fleet and bases in the Gulf countries, the US has now a presence in 
the western end of the Indian Ocean and the Strait of Hormuz. Apart from putting 
pressure on Iran, the US claims that this presence is intended to maintain stability in 
the region and ensure uninterrupted supplies of oil and gas to American friends and 
allies, more so now that the US imports only 10 per cent of its hydrocarbon needs, 
and even this figure will decline with huge discoveries of shale gas in the US. 

The US navy has a sizable presence in the Indian Ocean for assuring the security of 
sea-lanes of communication. For this, it has been engaging the Indian navy in a big 
way, with the two countries holding frequent naval exercises together. These 
exercises are now being held also in the trilateral India-US-Japan format. 

It is argued that while the security architectures during the Cold War were based 
primarily on military alliances, the need today is to base these architectures on 
shared values, interests and challenges. This Euro-Atlantic-centric view is debatable, 
as China, India and scores of non-aligned countries were outside the Cold War 
alliance systems. Today, NATO not only exists, its membership has been expanded 
and its role has been geographically extended. NATO operated in Yugoslavia and 
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Iraq. It is operating in Afghanistan; it acted in Libya. The US has declared its 
intention to strengthen its military alliances in the Asia-Pacific region. Russia is 
working to strengthen the Collective Security Treaty Organization in the erstwhile 
Soviet space. It is wrong to downplay too much the security role of military alliances 
today. 

The idea of basing the new security architectures on “shared values” is also a Euro-
Atlantic view. What are these “shared values”: those of democracy, pluralism, human 
rights and so on? But then, there are serious differences over these issues. Many 
countries are either not democratic or have their own concept of democracy. There is 
serious opposition to what is seen as the US crusade for democracy for geopolitical 
reasons, a tendency to impose it by force at great human cost, and double standards 
in the application of this principle. 

Similarly, the human rights issue has been highly politicized by the West, there is 
selectivity in its application and the critics believe the issue has been used cynically 
for regime change, among other things. So, can the new security architectures be 
built on highly contested notions in their controversial practical application? Can the 
US, Russia and China be brought on a common platform on them, not to mention 
many others, including the Islamic countries? 

The question arises whether the Indian and Pacific Oceans constitute a single 
strategic space? The answer would be “yes” from the US navy’s point of view with its 
responsibilities extending across the two oceans. It could be true for India, which 
dominates the Indian Ocean geographically, only in the specific context of the 
expansion of the Chinese blue-water navy and its future ability to break through the 
first and second chain of islands and establish an increasing presence in the Pacific 
and eventually in the Indian Ocean, for which China is already creating the basis. 

Our navy signals its ability to operate far from Indian shores by, for instance, 
periodically holding exercises with the Russian navy at Vladivostok. The Pacific is 
also the venue now of the trilateral India-US-Japan naval exercises. But the Pacific 
Ocean is too vast for India to have strategic interest in it. As regards the security of 
sea-lanes of communication, the problem pertains largely to the Indian Ocean area, 
from the Strait of Hormuz through the Malacca Strait to the Taiwan Strait and the 
South China Sea, not the Pacific as such. 

The energy and trade flows across these waters are huge and vital for the 
economies of Japan, South Korea and China. In this vast stretch, there are problems 
of piracy in the southern Indian Ocean area off the coast of Somalia, but no issues of 
sovereignty that can threaten international navigation rights, except in the South 
China Sea. All concerned countries would not want these vital lanes to be interfered 
with in case of tensions or conflict, but how to ensure this? 

For the moment, the two navies best placed to provide security in much of this area 
are the US and Indian navies, but countries like China may want an independent 
capacity to do so. This is where geo-political concerns come into play and can be a 
source of mistrust and problems. The challenge is for all to agree to certain rules of 
the road and norms of conduct. A wider Asia-Pacific security architecture will not be 
easy to build. Other continents have continental-scale organizations, but not Asia. 
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There are too many players with conflicting interests and ambitions. Several disputes 
remain unresolved. The world-view as well as political, social and religious values of 
countries differs. 

It would be more realistic to first build bilateral understandings between countries 
that have differences and then seek to widen the circle of these understandings to 
solidify them at the multilateral level in an incremental process. As bilateral relations 
between key countries markedly improve, existing organizations like SCO, SAARC, 
ECO, CSTO, ARF, IOC-ARC, BIMST-EC, and the East Asia Summit could become 
the building blocks of a larger Asia-Pacific security architecture. But that seems far 
away for now. 

(The author is former foreign secretary of India. sibalkanwal@gmail.com.) 

Source: The Telegraph, 13 December 

 

US Questions Chinese Plans in Disputed Seas 

The US State Department said it would 
question the Chinese government about 
reports Hainan will allow police from the 
start of 2013 to board foreign vessels that 
enter disputed areas in the South China 
Sea “to get a better understanding of what 
they intend.” “So until we have a chance 
to do that, I think we’ll withhold comment 
given that it’s just press reporting at this 
stage,” spokeswoman Victoria Nuland 
said. China said that it attached great 

importance to freedom of navigation in the disputed waters. “All countries have 
freedom of navigation in the South China Sea in accordance with international law,” 
Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei told a daily news briefing. 

“China attaches great importance to freedom of navigation in the South China Sea. 
At present there are no problems in this regard,” Hong said, adding that Beijing 
hoped to resolve tensions through talks. Hainan is the province responsible for 
administering resource-rich islets and atolls in the South China Sea that Beijing 
claims, putting it on a collision course with the Philippines, Vietnam and other 
countries who also claim sovereignty over overlapping parts of the sea. Meanwhile, 
Nuland said the US has expressed on two occasions its concern to China over a 
controversial map embossed on all newly issued Chinese passports showing the 
entire South China Sea and other disputed regions as sovereign Chinese territory. 

This was done at a meeting at the State Department with Chinese embassy officials 
at the Deputy Assistant Secretary level, Nuland said. Another meeting was held with 
Assistant Secretary Kurt Campbell. “We’re obviously joining the chorus of countries 
who are urging the Chinese to reconsider the political signal that this (map) appears 
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to send,” she said. Nuland said US concerns were not assuaged by the explanations 
of the embassy officials. 

The conservative think tank Heritage Foundation, on the other hand, opposed China 
being invited to participate in RIMPAC (Rim of the Pacific) naval exercises. It said 
China’s participation would be deeply problematic as the purpose of the exercise 
held every two years and hosted by the commander of the US Pacific Fleet is to 
facilitate interoperability and familiarity among friends and allies. “For the US, there is 
a real question about whether we want to display our capacities and that of our allies 
and partners in front of members of the Chinese navy, at least some of whom, 
almost certainly, will be seconded from Chinese intelligence,” the think tank said in 
an article by Dean Cheng and Derek Sissors. 

Defence Secretary Leon Panetta extended the invitation for China to participate in 
RIMPAC 2014 during a visit to Beijing in September. This year’s RIMPAC exercise, 
the 23rd in the series, was held in August around Hawaii and involved 22 nations 
including the Philippines, more than 40 ships and submarines, and more than 200 
aircraft, the Defence Department said. It said the exercise, designed to foster and 
sustain cooperative relationships critical to ensuring the safety of sea lanes and 
security on the world’s oceans, was attended by more than 25,000 personnel from 
Australia, Britain, Canada, Chile, Colombia, France, India, Indonesia, Japan, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Philippines, South 
Korea, Russia, Singapore, Thailand, Tonga and the United States. 

Source: The Philippine Star, 1 December 

South China Sea Maritime Dispute Escalates 

The Philippines has objected to 
China's plan to board and search 
foreign ships that enter into what 
Beijing considers its territory in the 
disputed South China Sea. The 
Philippines Department of Foreign 
Affairs urged Beijing to clarify the 
new law aimed at strengthening 
maritime control allowing the border 
patrol in Hainan province to board, 
inspect, detain, confiscate, 
immobilise and expel foreign vessels. 
The department said: "This planned 

action by China is illegal and will validate the continuous and repeated 
pronouncements by the Philippines that China's claim of indisputable sovereignty 
over virtually the entire South China Sea is not only an excessive claim but a threat 
to all countries,"  

The two nations have been locked in a maritime standoff at a disputed shoal since 
April. The Philippines has called on international support to have the territorial 
dispute resolved in multilateral talks by hosting a meeting with Vietnam, Malaysia 
and Brunei on the issue this month. Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei and Taiwan also have 
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overlapping claims to the South China Sea, which straddles key shipping lanes in the 
region and is believed to be rich in resources. 

Source: Aljazeera, 1 December 

Joint Indo-Russian Naval Exercise off Mumbai Coast 

The Navies of India and Russia conducted a joint exercise off Mumbai coast on 
December 2 and 3. The exercise, named `Indra', will have three naval ships from 
Russia and two from the Indian Navy, Captain Krishna Swaminathan of the Indian 
Navy said. Captain Andrey Kuznetsov of Marshal Shaposhnikov (an anti-submarine 
destroyer) was also present at the joint press conference held onboard INS Mysore 
here. The other two Russian ships that will participate in the exercise are IRKUT 
(replenishment oiler) and Alatau (rescue tug). From Indian side, INS Mysore and INS 
Tabar would participate. 

Source: Business Standard, 1 December 

Peru Set to Present 'Solid' Position at Hague Court 

Peruvian ambassador and agent before the 
International Court of Justice, Allan Wagner, said 
that Peru's position in the maritime dispute with 
Chile is solid and will be well presented during 
the oral hearings which start on Dec. 3. "We are 
working hard and we are pleased with the 
progress we have made. The Peruvian position 
is solid and will be very well presented," he said 
in an interview with RPP radio station from The 
Hague, Netherlands. Wagner, who leads the 
team of jurists in charge of Peru’s case regarding 

the maritime dispute with Chile, said that Foreign Affairs Minister Rafael Roncagliolo 
will arrive in The Hague to meet with the team before the hearings. The hearings are 
going to start with the presentation from Peruvian agent Allan Wagner on December 
3 (at 9:00 Peruvian time) before ICJ President Peter Tomka. Chile is to make its 
presentation on December 6-7, which will be followed by a second presentation by 
Peru and another presentation by Chile. According to Peru, there is no maritime 
delimitation agreement between Peru and Chile and because of that in 2008 the 
Peruvian government requested the Court to draw this limit starting at Point 
Concordia, following an equidistant line as established by international law. In Chile’s 
view the maritime boundaries had been previously established by fishing 
agreements in 1952 and 1954. The court’s final decision regarding the dispute is 
expected in the first half of 2013. 

Source: Andina, 1 December 

Colombia, Nicaragua Hold Talks To Resolve Maritime Dispute 

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said he has agreed with his Nicaraguan 
counterpart, Daniel Ortega, "to establish lines of communication" to resolve through 
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diplomatic channels the maritime dispute between the two countries. Santos told a 
press conference at a hotel in the Mexican capital that he had talked with the 
Nicaraguan president about the need to manage the matter "with a cool head, in a 
friendly, diplomatic and civilized fashion, as such matters should be handled." He 
also told Ortega that he would continue using international diplomacy to restore 
Colombia's rights, following the decision of the Hague-based International Court of 
Justice, which redrew the maritime boundaries in the Caribbean between the two 
nations. Santos announced that Colombia was pulling out of a pact recognizing the 
ICJ's jurisdiction over its territorial disputes, a step in response to the court's decision 
setting new maritime borders with Nicaragua. After meeting with Nicaragua's 
president in Mexico City, where both were attending the inauguration of Enrique 
Peña Nieto as president, Santos said he agreed with Ortega on the importance of 
avoiding "incidents." 

"Nobody wants a warlike confrontation - that is the last recourse. The way to fix 
situations like this is through commonsense talks in which positions are established 
and clearly stated," he said. Finally, he said that his country will continue exploring 
"every means available to defend the rights of Colombians." For his part, Ortega 
offered to work closely with Santos to "overcome any obstacle" following the decision 
of the International Court of Justice, according to the Nicaraguan government's Web 
site El 19. According to the Web site, Ortega again told Santos that Nicaragua is 
dedicated to peace and that it will respect fishing rights for the inhabitants of the 
Colombian island of San Andres in this new maritime territory obtained by the 
Central American country through the court's decision, which Managua estimates at 
more than 90,000 sq. kilometres (35,000 sq. miles). 

The Hague-based ICJ ruled on Nov. 19 that seven Caribbean islets belong to 
Colombia, ending a three-decade-long dispute between the Andean nation and 
Nicaragua. The world court had earlier confirmed Bogota's claim to the larger islands 
of San Andres, Providencia and Santa Catalina, part of an archipelago that lies 775 
kilometres (480 miles) from mainland Colombia and 220 kilometres (140 miles) from 
the coast of Nicaragua. While giving the islets to Colombia, the decision also 
significantly expanded the waters under Nicaraguan control. The waters conceded to 
Nicaragua include lucrative fishing grounds and what are thought to be substantial oil 
deposits. 

Source: Fox News, 1 December 

DFA Asks China to Clarify New Maritime Patrol Law 

The Department of Foreign Affairs sought clarification from China of a new law that 
would allow Chinese police to board “foreign vessels” in disputed areas of the South 
China, including a part now called West Philippine Sea by Manila. In a statement, the 
foreign office said that the new law, if true as reported by the news media, “deserves 
international condemnation by ASEAN, our international partners and the entire 
community of nations.” The foreign office said the boarding and inspection of foreign 
ships in international waters or disputed waters would violate international law and 
the agreed code of conduct among claimant countries. “If media reports are accurate, 
this planned action by China is a gross violation of the Declaration on the Conduct of 
Parties in the South China Sea (DoC), international law, particularly UNCLOS, and a 
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direct threat to the entire international community as it violates not only the maritime 
domain of coastal states established under UNCLOS, but also impedes the 
fundamental freedom of navigation and lawful commerce,” the DFA statement said. 
“If media reports are accurate, this planned action by China is illegal and will validate 
the continuous and repeated pronouncements by the Philippines that China’s claim 
of indisputable sovereignty over virtually the entire South China Sea is not only an 
excessive claim but a threat to all countries,” it added. 

Source: Global Nation, 1 December 

Maritime Delimitation Ruling To Reinforce Peru-Chile Integration 

Peru's President Ollanta Humala stated 
that the delimitation of the maritime 
boundary with Chile before the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ) is a step forward in 
the integration process to further 
strengthen the political, economic and 
social cooperation between both nations. In 
statements to El Comercio journal, Peru’s 
Head of State expressed his wish that Peru 
and Chile will look forward to a brighter 
future together, with a special emphasis on 

immigration and the border area, which is becoming more dynamic. "I am convinced 
that after the ICJ ruling, the people of Chile and Peru will react with the calm and 
restraint that the situation demands as both countries are respectful of the 
international law and the rules of a peaceful coexistence as members of the United 
Nations,” he said. Moreover, Humala recalled that, in the framework of the 6th 
Unasur Summit, he and Chile’s President, Sebastian Piñera, reaffirmed that they will 
respect and abide the ruling of Court, reaffirming the democratic will of the two 
countries. President Humala said Peru’s position “is solid and consistent,” and asked 
Peruvians to wait for the ICJ ruling with serenity. The maritime boundary delimitation 
between Peru and Chile, is the last border issue pending between both countries, 
said President Humala. 

Source: Andina, 2 December 

Indian Navy will Intervene in South China Sea, if required 

The Indian Navy is practicing to operate 
in the South China Sea to protect the 
country's economic assets. Speaking to 
reporters in New Delhi, Admiral D.K. 
Joshi said, "Where our country's 
interests are involved, we will protect 
them and we will intervene." The 
Eastern Naval Command - which looks 
at India's eastern sea board and is likely 
to play a key role when the Navy is 
deployed in South China Sea - is also 
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being strengthened. China, which put its first aircraft carrier into service in 
September, has been locked in a series of disputes over strategic islands in the 
region, including with Vietnam and the Philippines over territory in the South China 
Sea. The decision to use the Indian Navy in the region comes days after Chinese 
state media announced that the southern Hainan province, which administers the 
South China Sea, approved laws giving its police the right to search vessels that 
pass through the waters. Also Philippines, Vietnam, Taiwan and India protested a 
map on a new Chinese passport that depicts disputed areas as belonging to China. 
The Philippines also issued a statement saying it wants Beijing to "clarify its reported 
plans to interdict ships that enter what it considers its territory in the South China 
Sea,”. 

India signed a pact with Vietnam in October last year to expand oil exploration in the 
South China Sea. Although Beijing has urged New Delhi not to push ahead with the 
project for the sake of "peace and stability", the Admiral said that the Indian Navy 
was ready to support state energy firm ONGC and had carried out exercises in 
preparation. "In certain sectors ONGC Videsh has certain interests. It has energy 
exploration blocks, three in number, and since it is an area of Indian interests, the 
Indian Navy, should there be a need, would stand by," Admiral Joshi said referring to 
the firm's international subsidiary. "If required we will intervene to protect (them)," he 
said and added that it is the navy's duty to protect India's sovereign assets. 
Acknowledging the rapid modernisation of the Chinese navy, the navy chief said "It is 
actually a major cause of concern for us, which we continuously evaluate and work 
out our options and our strategies." According to a report issued by the Pentagon in 
May, Beijing is pouring money into advanced air defences, submarines, anti-satellite 
weapons and anti-ship missiles that could all be used to deny an adversary access 
to strategic areas, such as the South China Sea. 

Source: NDTV, 3 December 

Vietnam Says China Must Avoid Trade Weapon in Maritime Spat 

Vietnam said China should avoid 
using trade as a weapon in maritime 
disagreements after diplomatic 
tensions led to a slump in exports 
from Japan when Chinese consumers 
boycotted the goods of its Asian 
neighbour. “Economic force should 
not be applied in the case of 
settlement of territorial disputes,” 
which should be addressed through 
international law, Deputy Foreign 
Minister Pham Quang Vinh said in a 

Nov. 28 interview in Hanoi. He said he had “observed” Japan’s conflict with China. 
Japan reported last month that its exports to China tumbled 12 percent. China’s 
emergence as the largest export destination for markets from Japan to South Korea 
offers it a potential lever as frictions escalate over such claims as the Diaoyu, or 
Senkaku, islands in the East China Sea and the Spratlys in the South China Sea, 
which are estimated to hold energy reserves. Vietnamese officials plan to meet with 
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Southeast Asian counterparts to discuss ways of addressing conflicts with China. 
Vinh said his nation was open to exploiting jointly oil and gas in areas that Vietnam 
claims and that lie outside its exclusive economic zone. He said it “cannot accept” 
any move by China National Offshore Oil Corp., China’s biggest offshore oil and gas 
producer, to tap resources in areas with rival claims. An exclusive economic zone 
refers to an area of sovereignty stretching 200 nautical miles from a country’s coastal 
baseline, according to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 

Passport Flap 

Asked about a new Chinese passport that includes a map asserting sovereignty over 
regions under contention, Vinh said that Vietnam has issued separate visas for 
Chinese citizens with such documents, rather than stamp them directly, averting the 
risk of implying recognition of China’s claims. “That’s not a long-term solution,” Vinh, 
who has served at the ministry for 32 years and oversees Southeast Asian affairs, 
said in the interview. “The long-term solution is to not recognize that nine-dotted line” 
in the passport, he said, referring to the boundary China uses to mark its territorial 
claims in the South China Sea. China’s neighbours have rejected its map of the 
South China Sea, one of the world’s busiest sea corridors. To the north, a move by 
Japan to tighten its hold on the Senkaku Islands region earlier this year sparked a 
Chinese consumer backlash that saw the biggest slide in Toyota Motor Corp.’s 
(7203) production in the country in at least a decade. Honda Motor Co. (7267) and 
Nissan Motor Co. (7201) cut their full-year profit forecasts by a fifth. 

‘Acutely Aware’ 

“The Vietnamese are acutely aware of the potential for China to adversely affect 
Vietnam’s economy,” said Jonathan London, assistant professor at the City 
University of Hong Kong’s Department of Asian and International Studies. Vietnam 
and the Philippines are “busily forming a smaller group of like-minded countries in 
Southeast Asia -- whether or not that can be paired with the US Pacific pivot and 
Japan’s increasing wariness of Chinese expansion remains to be seen.” China was 
Vietnam’s largest economic partner in 2011, with bilateral trade totalling $36 billion, 
excluding figures for Hong Kong, according to preliminary data from Vietnam’s 
General Statistics Office -- an increase from $27 billion a year earlier. Vietnam’s 
economy is set to grow at its slowest pace in 13 years in 2012 after policy maker’s 
tightened credit to stem inflation. Gross domestic product may rise 5.5 percent in 
2013, little changed from this year, Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung indicated in a 
Nov. 28 interview. 

India Unconcerned 

Not all China’s neighbours share Vietnam’s concern at China using commerce as a 
foreign-policy tool. Indian Foreign Minister Salman Khurshid said Chinese use of 
economic power to push its goals in Asia was acceptable as long as it didn’t break 
laws. “Don’t we all use our economic muscle?” Khurshid said in an interview in his 
office in New Delhi on Nov. 30. “What is economic muscle for if not to use it to create 
an advantage for your people? So long as it’s not illegitimate, so long as it doesn’t 
violate principles of international law.” Exploration for oil and gas resources in the 
disputed waters have led to clashes. Last year, Chinese ships cut the cables of a 
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survey vessel doing work for Vietnam. Earlier, a conflict over fishing rights near a 
reef known as Scarborough Shoal in the Philippines and Huangyan Island in China 
turned into a month long standoff as both countries dispatched ships to the region. 

Energy Reserves 

China accounted for 71 percent of global energy consumption growth in 2011, 
according to BP Plc (BP/)’s 2012 Statistical Review of World Energy. Brent crude oil 
prices surged from about $24 a barrel at the turn of the century to a record high of 
$147.50 a barrel in 2008, as rapid economic growth in China helped fuel energy 
demand. Brent oil for January settlement advanced 29 cents to $111.55 on the 
London-based ICE Futures Europe exchange as of 2:09 p.m. Singapore time. The 
South China Sea may hold 213 billion barrels of oil, or 80 percent of Saudi Arabia’s 
reserves, according to Chinese studies cited in 2008 by the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration. China, the world’s second-largest economy, claims “indisputable 
sovereignty” over most of the sea, including blocks off Vietnam that Exxon Mobil 
Corp. (XOM) and Russia’s Gazprom OAO (GAZP) are exploring. China’s 
government last week reaffirmed its commitment to freedom of navigation in the 
South China Sea after Philippine President Benigno Aquino called for it to clarify a 
report that police would start interdicting ships in disputed waters. 

American Presence 

“China attaches importance to freedom of navigation in the South China Sea and at 
the moment there’s no problem in this regard,” Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei 
said on Nov. 30, adding that issues should be resolved through “friendly” 
consultations. The official Xinhua news agency reported on Nov. 27 that authorities 
in Hainan Island province empowered police to seize and expel ships that illegally 
enter its waters. China’s emergence as an economic and military power has 
prompted the US to increase its presence in the Asia-Pacific region, working with 
countries that express anxiety about the prospect of Chinese dominance. A 
delegation of Vietnamese officials visited the US aircraft carrier George Washington 
as it passed through international waters near the Southeast Asian nation in October, 
Vietnam News reported Oct. 22. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton last week backed 
efforts by Southeast Asian countries to push for a code of conduct with China in the 
waters. “You can’t, in the 21st century, permit anyone’s claims to territory that 
creates instability, tensions and potentially conflict to be unanswered if you’re going 
to try to maintain peace and security,” she said at a forum in Washington Nov. 29, 
referring to China. 

Vietnamese Port 

Vietnam will make Cam Ranh Bay port, a former military hub for US forces during 
the war with Vietnam, available to vessels from all countries, Deputy Minister Vinh 
said. So far, only non-combat ships can be docked there, a US defence official told 
Bloomberg News in June. Defence Secretary Leon Panetta stopped at Cam Ranh 
Bay in June, becoming the highest- ranking American official to visit it since the war. 
“We will build Cam Ranh port into a technical and logistics services port,” Vinh said. 
“It will serve certainly first the Vietnamese. But the policy of the government of 
Vietnam is” to make the facilities available to “all other countries also, if they so need 
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the services and logistics,” he said. The deputy foreign minister said “The 
management of territorial disputes -- and not to have those disputes escalate into 
tensions and conflicts in the region -- will be very important, not just for the countries 
concerned, but for the whole world.” 

Source: Bloomberg, 3 December 

South China Sea: Vietnam-India Boost Maritime Presence 

Vietnam is planning to step up its presence in the South China Sea, close on the 
heels of India asserting its maritime power in the region raising concerns over the 
rapid modernization of Chinese Navy. Vietnam's civilian-led patrols, supplemented 
by marine police and a border force, would be deployed from Jan. 25 to stop foreign 
vessels that violate fishing laws within Vietnam's waters. Hanoi finalised the decision 
Nov. 29, the day Chinese media announced new rules authorizing police in the 
southern Chinese province of Hainan to board and seize foreign ships in the South 
China Sea. 

India’s Navy chief Admiral DK Joshi had earlier said that the Indian Navy was 
prepared to defend Indian assets in the South China Sea. "Not that we expect to be 
in those waters very frequently, but when the requirement is there for situations 
where the country's interests are involved, for example ONGC Videsh, we will be 
required to go there and we are prepared for that," he told reporters in New Delhi. He 
added that China’s upgraded Navy was a “major, major cause of concern” for India. 
It was reported in July that India's state-run Oil and Natural Gas Corp (ONGC) would 
continue its oil and gas exploration in the South China Sea, off the Vietnam coast, 
ignoring Chinese objection. 

ONGC Videsh, the overseas arm of ONGC, accepted Vietnam's proposal to continue 
investment in Block 128 after Hanoi offered additional data that would improve the 
economic feasibility and commercial viability of the Indian operations. The plan to 
continue investment was a turnaround from ONGC's decision in May to pull out from 
certain oil blocks citing "techno-commercial considerations" in Vietnamese waters, as 
the establishment seemed to be disinterested in continuing the project, which was 
not "economically viable." The move was criticized in China with the Global Times, 
owned by Chinese Communist Party’s People’s Daily, stating China “must insist on 
exerting political pressure over both India and Vietnam, warning them that their joint 
exploration in the South China Sea are illegal and violate China's sovereignty." 

"If they conduct oil and gas exploration in waters under China's sovereignty, China 
should give a strong response," the Global Times wrote. Vietnam's state oil firm, 
Petro-Vietnam accused Chinese boats of sabotaging an exploration operation by 
cutting a seismic cable, which was being towed behind a Vietnamese boat. South 
China Sea has long been a bone of contention between China and several members 
of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN). China lays claim to almost 
the entire South China Sea including what is recognized by the UN as the exclusive 
economic zones of other neighbours, the Philippines, Vietnam, Taiwan and Brunei. 
Beijing’s relations with India and Vietnam has grown worse in the past weeks over 
China’s decision to include in its revised passports an offending map, which shows 
Beijing staking its claim on the entire South China Sea. Both India and Vietnam have 
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refused to stamp the new Chinese passports and are issuing separate visa sheets to 
the Chinese nationals. 

Source: International Business Times, 4 December 

China, India Expand Navies, Regional Ambitions 

China and India are rapidly expanding 
their naval forces, increasing the 
possibility of future confrontation as 
Asia's two leading emerging economies 
seek to project their power. India's navy 
chief, Admiral D.K. Joshi, called the 
modernization of China's naval forces 
"truly impressive" and a source of "major 
concern," pledging to protect Indian 
interests in the South China Sea. China's 

rising power in the region is raising concerns in New Delhi that Beijing will try to 
dominate the Indian Ocean with a series of planned naval ports encircling India. 

The official 2011 defence budget for 
China was $95.6 billion, compared to 
India's $31.9 billion.  But China analysts 
say Beijing's actual military spending for 
2011 was at least $120 billion. China 
announced an 11.2 percent increase in 
defence spending earlier this year, part of 
a decade-long expansion that has allowed 
China's ground, naval and air forces to 
embark on a sweeping modernization 
program. India's naval advances, while less extensive, date back over a longer 
period. "The Chinese navy has been expanding very rapidly in the last decade - far 
more so than the Indian navy. China's [maritime forces are] more modern, but India's 
navy is more experienced," said Kym Bergmann, editor of Asia-Pacific Defence 
Reporter. "At the moment, they are fairly evenly matched. But China is investing so 
much in naval capability that in another 4 to 5 years, they may have a substantial 
edge," Bergmann said. Although China and India are not traditional sea powers, both 
countries have expanded their global ambitions, fuelling the development of their 
navies. China leads India in several key naval categories and by 2020 it is expected 
to have 73 large warships. Last year, it acquired its first aircraft carrier. India aims to 
have three carrier groups operating by that date, part of a larger fleet that would put 
it among the world's five biggest navies, according to The Economist magazine. 
Australian National University defence analyst John Blaxland predicts that regional 
tensions will continue to rise in the South China Sea and that Beijing will not likely 
back down. "The oil and gas resources that are understood to be underneath the 
South China Sea are potentially massive.  And for a resource-starved country like 
China, they are too important for these little countries in Southeast Asia take from 
them," Blaxland said. 

Source: Voice of America, 4 December 
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China Hits Back at Indian Navy Chief 

China has reacted sharply to navy chief DK Joshi’s remark that New Delhi was ready 
to dispatch ships to protect Indian interests in the diplomatically choppy South China 
Sea region. Indian emissary Shiv Shankar Menon had indicated that Joshi was 
ambushed by journalists in New Delhi in to making a general comment which was 
then exaggerated and reported. Menon had also added that China knew how the 
media operates in India and that none of the top Chinese officials he met had raised 
the issue. This could be true. But as it now appears China didn’t take Joshi’s 
remarks lightly. 

“China opposes any unilateral oil and gas exploration activities in disputed areas in 
the South China Sea and hopes relevant countries respect China's sovereignty and 
national interests, as well as the efforts of countries within the region to resolve 
disputes through bilateral negotiations,” Hong Lei, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
spokesperson told a regular press briefing. Hong was responding to Joshi’s remarks 
when he told the annual Indian Navy Day press conference that though India was 
not a direct claimant in the South China Sea, its primary concern was the “freedom 
of navigation in international waters.” 

“It is not that we expect to be in those waters very frequently,” but whenever the 
situation required, with the country’s interests at stake — for example  ONGC Videsh 
has three oil exploration blocks there” — “we will be required to go there and we are 
prepared for that,” Joshi said. ONGC Videsh has invested more than $600 million in 
exploring oil and gas in those blocks in the past few years. “India is not a direct 
claimant of disputed islands in the South China Sea, but a deal signed by the Indian 
state-run explorer ONGC and Vietnam in October last year to explore the oil and gas 
block in the disputed waters has sparked a diplomatic row between Beijing and New 
Delhi,” state-run Global Times said. “The real threat posed by India to China is the 
military co-operation between India and Vietnam. Moreover, India is now controlling 
several Indian Ocean islands at the entrance of the Malacca Strait, an international 
energy channel that sees 80 percent of Chinese oil imports passing by every year,” 
said Du Jifeng, an Asia-Pacific issues researcher at the Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences, told the newspaper. “As for China, India poses far less of a threat than the 
US and Japan, because what India can offer to Southeast Asian nations is much 
less than what the US and Japan can offer," Zhuang Guotu from the Southeast 
Asian Studies at Xiamen University added. 

Source: Hindustan Times, 5 December 

India's Largest Naval Base to Come up near Vishakhapatnam 

In what is seen as a bid to entrench its 
presence beyond Bay of Bengal into the East 
Asian waters and the Pacific Rim, Indian Navy 
is all geared to get an exclusive sea port for 
its Eastern-bound frigates and warships. 
Ramkonda, a quite hamlet on the Coromandel 
Coast some 50 kms east of Vishakhapatnam, 
was chosen for building the new marine base. 
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The work on the Project Varsha began in 2005, and when completed, it is expected 
to be a gem of the Indian Navy. Seen by many as another step in fulfilling the 
ambitions of India’s ‘Look East policy, Project Varsha is expected to be the largest 
such base in the country once it is completed. Experts claim that Ramkonda’s 
proximity to Vishakhapatnam, which is the headquarters of Eastern Naval Command 
and Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) is what prompted Indian Navy to build 
a base there. The base, envisaged for the exclusive use of the Navy, is also 
expected to ease off traffic from the Vishakhapatnam harbour. With an expanding 
warships’ fleet which has already touched 46 and will soon see induction of nuclear 
powered submarine INS Arihant, the strength of Eastern Naval command is now on 
par with India’s western Naval command. 

And with Admiral Joshi’s aggressive rhetoric hinting that India would co-operate with 
Vietnam in competing with China for natural resources in the South China Sea and 
beyond, a prominent naval base in East was long overdue. Interestingly, Project 
Varsha is being built on the same line of motives as Project Seabird. While Seabird, 
located on the coast of Karnataka, was built to have an eye on Pakistan, Varsha is 
seen by many as manifestation of India’s ambitions in South China Sea and 
counteracting the growing Chinese might in the region. But Project Varsha is not the 
only war base in the strategic Bay of Bengal.  A naval air station is all set to be built 
off Kolkata’s coast, with another envisioned for the Tamil Nadu’s coast. The latter is 
expected to secure the Indian interests on both, the eastern and western flanks. 
Besides, India also boasts of an air surveillance station in the Andaman and Nicobar 
islands. It had been built to monitor the activity of air and sea-borne traffic in and 
around the region. 

Source: Daily Bhaskar, 6 December 

China Advocates Building, Maintenance of Harmonious Maritime Order: UN 
Envoy 

China advocated the building and maintenance of a harmonious maritime order 
under which the international community must put emphasis on both the proper 
protection of the ocean and its rational utilization, a Chinese UN envoy said. Li 
Baodong, China's permanent representative to the United Nations, made the 
statement at a meeting of the 67th session of the General Assembly on 
commemorating the 30th anniversary of the opening for signature of the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Li said China advocates enhanced 
international cooperation and coordination in line with the spirit of the Convention in 
order to safeguard peace, security and openness of the ocean and promote the 
common development of all countries. 

China highly commends Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS) 
for its contribution to a balanced handling of the legitimate rights and interests of 
coastal states and the overall interests of the international community, Li said. "We 
support the Commission in continuing to fulfil its mandate in accordance with the 
Convention and its own rules of procedure in order to maintain the quality and 
professionalism of its consideration of submissions," he said. While congratulating 
the International Seabed Authority (ISA) on its achievements over the past year, Li 
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said China has all along strongly supported the work of the ISA and promoted the 
effective and full participation of developing countries in international seabed affairs. 

"China values and supports the important role of the International Tribunal for the 
Law of the Sea in the peaceful settlement of maritime disputes, the maintenance of 
international maritime order, and the dissemination of the law of the sea," Li said. 
China also supports the adoption by the General Assembly of the concrete working 
recommendations by the Ad Hoc Open-ended Informal Working Group on marine 
biological diversity beyond areas of national jurisdiction; said Li. "The relevant work 
should proceed in an incremental manner and fully accommodate the legitimate 
needs of all countries, especially developing countries, for marine biological 
resources." 

The Chinese diplomat stressed that the key to addressing the question of 
greenhouse gas emissions from ships is to uphold the principle of "common but 
differentiated responsibilities." He said China also commits itself to strengthening of 
the conservation and management of fishery resources. "It must strike a balance 
between the interests of coastal states and the overall interest of the international 
community, properly accommodate the legitimate rights and freedom to the 
utilization of the ocean of all countries, especially the developing countries, land-
locked countries and geographically disadvantage countries, and pursue peaceful 
settlement of maritime disputes in accordance with the purposes and principles of 
the UN Charter and international law including the Convention," Li said. Concerning 
the international insular and maritime disputes, Li added that China has always 
maintained that sovereign states directly concerned seek a peaceful settlement 
through friendly consultations and negotiations on the basis of the international law 
including the Convention. 

Source: Global Times, 12 December 

Malaysia Maritime Enforcement Grab 8 Pirates Looting Ship 

Eight pirates were arrested by the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) 
while they were in the midst of robbing a ship off the coast of Tanjung Stapa in 
Pengerang, Malaysia. MMEA (Southern Region) Maritime First Admiral Adon Shalan 
said the Indonesian pirates approached the ship [reports state as Merlion Dua in a 
wooden boat. “We believe that the robbers were hoping to get away with some 
valuables from the crewmen and steal oil from the ship,” he said during a press 
conference at the Stulang Laut Jetty here. 

Adon said MMEA officials received information about the robbery attempt and 
immediately sent their officials to the scene. “As three of our boats approached the 
ship, a group of about 10 robbers who were still on board the wooden boat noticed 
us and sailed away. “They, however, left eight of their accomplices on board the 
vessel,” he said, adding that the robbers were eventually discovered hiding in one of 
the cabins. He said the suspects were aged between 23 and 46 and did not posses 
proper identification papers. Adon said upon further checks, officials also found a 
parang on board the vessel. “We believe that the suspects had also used several 
sharp objects and a gun to intimidate the crewmen but had thrown the objects 
overboard as soon as they saw our officials approaching,” he said. He added that 
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there were 12 crewmen, 11 from Myanmar and one from Singapore, on board the 
vessel. “Three of the crewmen were also found with injuries to their heads and hands 
and had difficulty breathing as they were beaten by the suspects,” he said, adding 
that victims had been sent to the Royal Malaysian Navy Hospital for treatment. Adon 
said the case would be investigated under Section 391 of the Penal Code for gang 
robbery. “All eight suspects are being held at the Southern MMEA headquarters and 
if convicted they face a maximum of 20 years' jail and whipping,” he said. 

Source: The Maritime Executive, 12 December 

Indian Navy Eager for Tejas Ordering Eight Naval Fighters 

So far - much to its disappointment - only one naval 
light combat aircraft has been built by the 
Aeronautical Development Agency. Earlier this year, 
the then naval chief, Admiral Nirmal Verma, regretted 
the delay in building the naval version of the Tejas 
Light Combat Aircraft (LCA). Last week, the current 
naval chief, Admiral DK Joshi, declared the navy 
wanted the Tejas more urgently than any fighter 
aircraft from abroad. Following words with action, the 

Navy will shortly issue a request for proposals to the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited 
(HAL) to build eight naval Tejas fighters, a mix of twin-seat trainers and single-seat 
fighters, worth some Rs 1,000 crore. Both the ministry of defence and Cabinet 
Committee on Security have cleared the purchase. HAL will respond with a quotation, 
a price will be negotiated, and the building of the aircraft would commence next year. 
So far — much to the navy’s disappointment — only one naval LCA has been built 
by the Aeronautical Development Agency, or ADA, which oversees the Rs 3,650-
crore naval LCA programme and the Rs 10,397-crore programme to develop a 
fighter for the Indian Air Force. A second naval Tejas is currently under construction. 
ADA has briefed Business Standard a total of five naval Tejas prototypes will be built 
in the coming days, which ADA will use in the demanding flight test programme for 
certifying for operations off the flight deck of an aircraft carrier. 

The eight fighters now being ordered by the navy — which HAL will build in what is 
called limited series production, or LSP — will be used to train naval pilots who 
would eventually fly the Tejas from the aircraft carrier, INS Vikrant, which Cochin 
Shipyard would build by 2015, and from a second indigenous aircraft carrier that will 
follow the Vikrant. Until these vessels are ready for flight deck operations, naval 
pilots will train at a new Shore-Based Test Facility ( SBTF) in Goa, which replicates 
the dimensions of an aircraft carrier deck, including the arrestor wires that bring the 
aircraft to a halt in just 90 metres. The SBTF also has the optical landing system that 
aircraft carriers have, which allows a pilot to “aim” his fighter at the arrestor wire on 
the carrier deck. Only after extensive testing at the SBTF will the Naval LCA attempt 
to land and take off from an actual Aircraft Carrier. ADA confirms the Goa facility is 
close to completion. “We want the SBTF to be a national facility that would be 
available for training (naval pilots) on a wide range of aircraft. So it is built to be used 
by the naval LCA as well as by the MiG-29K,” says Commodore CD Balaji, who 
directs the Naval LCA project at ADA. 
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The navy has bought 45 naval MiG-29K fighters, which will operate from the INS 
Vikramaditya (formerly the Admiral Gorshkov), which Russia will deliver only next 
year, after unexpected delays during trials recently. The MiG-29K will also fly from 
the indigenous INS Vikrant, along with the naval Tejas. Naval aviators can train on 
the Tejas Mark I, which is powered by the General Electric F-404IN engine. But only 
Tejas Mark II fighters, powered by the more powerful F-414 engine, can take off from 
aircraft carriers. The F-414’s additional power is essential for getting the fighters 
airborne in a runway length of just 200 metres, which is all that an aircraft carrier 
offers. During a visit to ADA last week, Business Standard was briefed on the naval 
LCA. In 2003, when development of the naval variant began, ADA believed that the 
air force version could simply be converted into a naval fighter by strengthening the 
landing gear, and engineering an arrest or hooks and additional control surfaces. (A 
naval fighter must undergo far greater impacts while landing on an aircraft carrier 
deck, in what is often described as a “controlled crash.”) 

“In the paper design it looked feasible, similar to what Euro fighter proposed for a 
navalised Typhoon; or what Gripen proposed for the Sea Gripen. But when we 
started the detailed design and the actual buildN we realised the benefits of what 
Dassault had done with the Rafale. They designed and built the naval variant first, 
the Rafale Marine. The air force Rafale is just a subset of Rafale Marine. That is the 
easiest path,” says Balaji ruefully. Instead ADA, in what has been a valuable learning 
experience, has arduously converted the air force Tejas into a naval version. That is 
the same path as RAC MiG took in building the MiG-29K naval fighter from the air 
force version of the MiG-29. Now the naval Tejas must demonstrate that it can land 
and take off from an aircraft carrier. It has already proved this in extensive computer 
simulation done by a team of scientists from the National Aerospace Laboratory. 
Next, the fighter will perform take offs and landings in realistic distances at the SBTF. 
ADA says it will demonstrate a take off by mid-2013 and a landing by end-2013. Only 
after that will the hazardous operation be performed on an aircraft carrier at sea. 

Source: Business Standard, 12 December 

May Impose Penalty for Gorshkov Delay: Antony 

The delivery of aircraft carrier Admiral Gorshkov to the Indian Navy has been 
delayed to the last quarter of next year, defence minister AK Antony told Parliament, 
even as he hinted that India could look at imposing ‘liquidated damages’ on Russia 
for the delay. Delivery of the carrier was slated for this month under an already 
revised schedule. “Earlier, the original delivery date/schedule was revised from 
August 2008 to December 2012,” Antony told the Rajya Sabha, in a formal 
admission that the carrier would be in Indian waters only by around the end of 2013.  
The minister for the first time hinted that the government was well awake to the 
possibility of imposing ‘liquidated damages’ on Russia. He said, “Liquidated 
damages (LD) clause for delays in delivery is incorporated in the contract. As per 
contract, LD is to be ascertained and levied within six months of ship’s delivery,” the 
minister said. India had signed the deal with Russia for Admiral Gorshkov for $947 
million in 2004. 

Source: The Times of India, 13 December 
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China, Japan in Air Duel over Disputed Isles 

A day after China’s top leader Xi Jinping asked the People’s Liberation Army to 
intensify its “real combat” awareness and “military readiness” in view of its tension 
with Japan over disputed islands, Japan scrambled eight of its F-15 fighters to 
counter any possible threat from a Chinese aircraft that flew in close to Japan-
controlled Diaoyu island. The move alarmed Washington and several other capitals. 
The day also happened to be the 75th anniversary of the Nanjing massacre by 
Japanese soldiers, and the Chinese government aircraft flying close to the disputed 
island was seen in Tokyo as a violation of Japan’s airspace. This is the first military 
move by China after Xi Jinping recently took the post of the Central Military 
Commission. Analysts said the fact that the Chinese aircraft flew in towards 
Japanese waters just days ahead of general election in Japan reflected Beijing’s 
worry that the vocally anti-China leader Shinzo Abe might get elected as the next PM. 
Japan described China’s action as “highly deplorable”. The Chinese ambassador in 
Tokyo was also summoned to hear a formal Japanese protest. But the Chinese 
foreign ministry spokesman Hong Lei said the action was “completely normal” 
because the area belonged to China. “The Diaoyu islands and affiliated islands are 
part of China’s inherent territory,” he said. “The Chinese side calls on Japan to halt 
all entries into water and airspace around the islands,” Hong said.    The action may 
have future implications for China’s neighbours including India because Beijing might 
flex muscles in areas of South China Sea, which is being disputed between China, 
Vietnam and the Philippines. Beijing insists that India withdraw from oil exploration in 
the disputed area of South China Sea. Japan is already under strain after the 
satellite by North Korea, which has been antagonistic towards Tokyo. 

Source: The Times of India, 14 December 

China Submits Oceanic Claims to United Nations 

China provided the United Nations with detailed claims to waters in the East China 
Sea, apparently padding out its legal argument in an ongoing territorial dispute with 
Japan. The Foreign Ministry said it submitted documents claiming waters extending 
beyond its 200-nautical-mile (370-kilometer) exclusive economic zone. It said 
geological features dictated that China's claim extended to the edge of the 
continental shelf off the Chinese coast, about 200 kilometres (124 miles) from 
Japan's Okinawa Island. A statement posted to the Foreign Ministry's website gave 
no specifics, but China had pledged to make such a submission shortly after its 
dispute with Japan over uninhabited islands in the East China Sea flared again in 
September. Japan angered China by buying the islands from their private Japanese 
owners to block a rival bid by Tokyo's nationalist mayor; a move Japan had hoped 
would prevent a bigger crisis.  

Violent anti-Japanese protests then broke out across China to assert what many 
Chinese believe is their country's ages-old claim on the rocky outcrops, known as 
Senkaku in Japan and Diaoyu in China. Taiwan also claims them. China's move is a 
way for it to underscore its claim, but will have little real impact. The UN commission 
to which it submitted its claim, which comprises geological experts, evaluates the 
markers on technical grounds but has no authority to resolve overlapping claims.  
The UN submission represents one aspect of China's approach to the dispute. 
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Another involves dispatching vessels to patrol in the area and confront Japanese 
Coast Guard ships. China for the first time dispatched a plane over the islands, 
prompting Tokyo to accuse it of violating Japanese air space. Japan's Defence 
Agency said four Japanese F-15 jets headed to the area in response, but the non-
military Chinese plane was nowhere to be seen by the time they got there. The 
Foreign Ministry said a formal protest was sent to the Chinese government through 
its embassy in Japan.  

The islands lie in a strategic location between Japan and Taiwan, and the 
surrounding waters hold rich fish stocks and a potential wealth of oil, gas and other 
minerals. The area China claims overlaps with Japan's exclusive economic zone and 
includes undersea natural gas deposits that China at one time had pledged to tap 
jointly with Japan. Such joint measures have since been shelved by Beijing. 

Source: The Times of India, 14 December 

China Warns Japan after Air Duel 

China is prepared to send its fighter planes to the disputed area off the Japanese 
coast if Tokyo again scrambles its jets and challenges Chinese surveillance activities, 
Global Times newspaper said in an opinion piece. "China needs to warn against 
Japan's attempt to intercept, or it will result in a response from China, such as 
sending the air force to the area and reserving the right to take further actions," the 
state-controlled paper said. The article was in response to Japan's dispatching eight 
F-15 fighter jets soon after a surveillance plane owned by China's Ocean 
administration flew over the Japan-controlled Diaoyu islands in East China Sea, 
islands that are also being claimed by China and are known as Senkaku in the 
country. "It is necessary to speed up this action and make the patrol a regular move," 
said the article, which may have been vetted by senior Communist Party officials. 

Source: The Times of India, 15 December 

 

Latest Threat to Shippers 

Fraudulent cargo tracking Web sites are the latest criminal threat to shippers, 
according to the International Maritime Bureau (IMB). Such sites have been created 
and improved to add legitimacy, and help embezzlers entrap shippers, points out 
IMB. Two examples investigated by the bureau illustrate how such online 
confirmations - while they appear convincing - turn out to be fraudulent. “These 
further underline the need for independent verification of credit complying documents, 
particularly bills of lading,” says the IBM statement as quoted in Shipping Gazette. 
The first example involves a valuable shipment of copper cathodes from South 
America to the Far East. The bills of lading presented appear on their face, to be in 
order. The “carrier's Web site” further attested that the cargo had been loaded in 
accordance with the two bills of lading referred. But an IMB investigation showed it 
was all a false front. The real carrier confirmed that the vessel was trading elsewhere. 
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On another occasion, there was shipment of a spurious urea cargo (fertiliser) from 
Malaysia to Vietnam. This time, the supposed carrier's Web site bore a remarkable 
resemblance to the legitimate Web site of one of the world's largest liner companies. 
Web site pages had been replicated and presented in such a manner that at first 
glance, users would take them to be the real thing. While the illicit Web site was 
taken down, the damage had been done and the unsuspecting shipper had paid a 
considerable amount to those behind the fraudulent Web site. Unless the carrier is 
well known, and the origins of the Web sites are verified, total reliance on Web site 
confirmations should be avoided, warns IMB. 

Source: The Hindu, 2 December 

Global Warming Good News for Russian Shipping 

There's been a breakthrough in the 
shipping industry, and a milestone 
in the story of global warming. A 
large tanker named Ob River has 
just sailed eastwards from Northern 
Europe to Japan through the Arctic 
Ocean. This is the first time a ship 
of this type has completed the 
voyage. It's bad news for the planet. 
It shows how far the north polar ice 
cap is melting. 

But it also shows how climate change is creating new commercial opportunities 
especially for the Russians. Ob River is not the first cargo ship to make the crossing, 
but it is the first big tanker to do so carrying Liquefied Natural Gas perhaps the first of 
many. Gunnar Sandar of the Norwegian Polar Institute says global warming is 
creating a viable new trade route through the Arctic Ocean. "The implication for 
shipping, first of all, is that you've had larger areas that are more or less ice-free and 
you've had a longer season which is navigable," says Sandar. 

The Russian energy giant Gazprom chartered the tanker to carry the natural gas to 
Japan. Hal Brown is with the shipping journal Lloyds List and says sailing eastwards 
through the Arctic makes a lot more sense than using the traditional southern route 
via the Suez Canal. "It cuts sailing time between Russian ports and Asia from 40 
days to about 22 days," he says.  

"So it saves owners a huge amount on fuel." Julian Lee of the Centre for Global 
Energy Studies says the Ob River voyage is a vital commercial exercise by the 
Russians. "Gazprom is trying to prove that this Northern Sea Route is a viable way 
for it to deliver gas to markets in Asia," Lee says. There is a great deal at stake for 
the Russians. They had been hoping to sell billions of cubic metres of LNG to the US 
but with America's shale gas revolution that market has vanished. Russia must sell 
its LNG to China and Japan instead. Global warming will help. 

Source: Market Place, 7 December 
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Arctic Shipping is a Disaster Waiting to Happen 

When the Malaysian freighter 
Selendang Ayu grounded in Alaska's 
Aleutian Islands eight years ago, it was 
a tragic reminder of the growing risks of 
northern shipping. While en route from 
Seattle to China, in a fierce Bering Sea 
winter storm with 70-knot winds and 
25-foot seas, the ship's engine failed. 
As it drifted toward shore, there were 
no adequate ocean tugs available to 
take it in-tow, and it grounded off 
Unalaska Island on Dec. 8, 2004. Six 
crewmen were lost, the vessel broke in 

half, and its entire cargo and more than 335,000 gallons of heavy fuel spilled oil into 
waters of the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge. As in other large marine 
spills, this spill was not contained, and it killed thousands of seabirds and other 
marine wildlife, closed fisheries, and contaminated many miles of shoreline. 

Like most industrial disasters, the Selendang Ayu tragedy was caused by a 
dangerous combination of human error, financial pressures, mechanical failure, lax 
and government oversight. For a time, the disaster focused attention the risk of 
northern shipping. But while some risk factors were addressed, complacency quickly 
returned. Today, the Selendang tragedy is all but forgotten, and with increasing ship 
traffic, the risk now is greater than ever. 

Every day, some 20 large merchant ships -- container ships, bulk carriers, car 
carriers, and tankers -- travel the "great circle route" between Asia and North 
America along the 1,200-mile Aleutian chain. As trade rebounds from the recession, 
shipping along this route is steadily increasing. And as global warming continues to 
melt summer sea ice, ship traffic is also rapidly increasing across the Arctic Ocean. 
This past summer, a record 46 merchant ships transited the Northern Sea Route 
between Europe and Asia across the Russian arctic, a 10-fold increase from just two 
years ago. Over 1 million tons of cargo was hauled on the route in both directions 
this summer (a 50 percent increase over 2011), and most of this was hazardous 
petroleum product such as diesel fuel, jet fuel, and gas condensate. And the first 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) tanker in history traveled the route this year, carrying 
LNG from Norway to Japan in half the time it would have taken to travel the normal 
Suez route. The volume of oil and gas shipped on the Northern Sea Route is 
projected to reach 40 million tons annually by 2020. There is also increasing traffic of 
cruise ships (particularly around Greenland), fishing vessels, and ships servicing 
arctic oil and gas facilities and mines. 

This is risky business. These are large vessels, carrying hazardous fuel and cargo, 
sailing treacherous seas along ecologically sensitive shorelines, operated by 
companies whose commercial imperatives often subvert safety, and with virtually no 
prevention or emergency response infrastructure along the way. Much of this traffic 
is foreign flagged and on "innocent passage," under a Flag-of-Convenience, with a 
Crew-of-Convenience, and with lower safety standards. And it all happens virtually 
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out-of-sight, out-of-mind of the public and government regulators. Each of these ship 
transits puts at risk human life, economy, and environment, and the risk is growing 
every year. Shipping brings with it invasive species introductions, underwater noise, 
ship-strikes on marine mammals, and stack emissions. But as some of these vessels 
carry millions of gallons of heavy fuel, and tankers carry tens of millions of gallons of 
petroleum or chemicals, clearly the greatest fear is a catastrophic spill. 

In response to the Selendang disaster, a coalition of non-governmental organizations, 
Alaska natives, and commercial fishermen joined together in the Shipping Safety 
Partnership to advocate comprehensive safety improvements along the Aleutian and 
Arctic shipping routes. In 2005, the Partnership called for real-time tracking of all 
ships, ocean rescue tugs, emergency tow packages, routing agreements, areas to 
be avoided, increased financial liability, better aids to navigation, enhanced pilotage, 
mandatory communication protocols, better spill response equipment, increased 
cargo fees, and vessel traffic risk assessments. A few of these (the "low-hanging 
fruit") have been implemented: additional tracking stations have been built, portable 
tow packages are pre-staged in Dutch Harbor, there is more funding and spill 
response equipment, an Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment was conducted, and an 
Aleutian shipping risk assessment is underway. 

But in reducing the overall risk of Arctic and Aleutian shipping, the glass is still 
perhaps one-quarter full, three-quarters empty. The system is far from secure. For 
instance, ship-tracking remains inadequate, and still there are no powerful ocean 
rescue tugs stationed along the routes. By comparison, after Exxon Valdez, Prince 
William Sound now has 11 escort and response tugs on standby for its tankers. In 
the Aleutians, a 2009 National Academy of Sciences report concluded: "None of the 
existing measures are adequate for responding to large vessels under severe 
weather conditions." 

Two areas of greatest concern, through which most of these ships travel are Unimak 
Pass (between the Gulf of Alaska and Bering Sea in the eastern Aleutians), and 
Bering Strait (between the Bering Sea and Arctic Ocean). As these areas support 
more marine mammals, seabirds, fish, crab, and overall productivity than virtually 
any other ocean ecosystem in the world, the risk is clear. One wrong turn or loss of 
power of a loaded tanker or freighter in these passes could easily lead to a major 
spill disaster. Accordingly, both Unimak Pass and Bering Strait were recommended 
in 2009 for international designation as Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSAs), 
and Marine National Monuments or Sanctuaries, but the U.S. government has yet to 
act on this recommendation. 

Clearly, we need to get a handle on this now, before the next disaster. All of the 
Shipping Safety Partnership's recommendations from 2005 should immediately be 
implemented across the Aleutian and Arctic shipping routes, particularly continuous 
ship tracking and rescue tugs. 

And, industry should pay for all such safety measures. The federal Oil Spill Liability 
Trust Fund should be amended as follows: raise the per-barrel fee on petroleum 
from 8 cents to 20 cents, institute a new cargo fee of at least 10 cents/ton (currently 
cargo ships are covered by the Fund but pay nothing into it); eliminate the Fund's 
cap so that the fees continue; and clarify that the Fund shall be used to pay for 
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prevention measures throughout the nation's seas. In fact, this should be made part 
of the fiscal cliff deal being discussed in Congress now, as a way to increase 
government revenue, decrease government cost, and shift the burden of financial 
responsibility back to the private sector, where it belongs. 

Governments should make mandatory the International Maritime Organization's 
(IMO) 2009 Guidelines for Ships Operating in Polar Waters, enhance search and 
rescue capacity, designate the entire Aleutians, Bering Strait, and areas of the Arctic 
Ocean as PSSAs, and establish Regional Citizens' Advisory Councils to oversee all 
offshore commercial activities. 

Arctic shipping is a disaster waiting to happen. It's not if, but when and where the 
next disaster will occur. It could be tonight or years from now; it could be in Unimak 
Pass, Bering Strait, Novaya Zemlya, Baffin Island, or Greenland. But it will happen. 
Arctic governments and the shipping industry need to get serious about reducing this 
risk as much as possible, and soon. 

Source: Huffington Post, 12 December 

 

Detecting Oil Spills: Trouble beneath the Ice 

Energy technology: As oil exploration moves into the Arctic, new methods are being 
developed to detect and handle spills 

An oil well suffers a blowout, causing 
a fatal explosion on an offshore 
platform. Oil spews into the water at 
an estimated rate of 53,000 barrels a 
day. Company executives and 
government officials blame each 
other as they try to find a way to stop 
the flow of oil. The Deepwater 
Horizon disaster of 2010 was a 
tragedy in many respects, but in one 
detail, BP—the operator of the well, 

which is now facing a bill of as much as $50 billion—was lucky. At least it could find 
the oil. As more and more companies venture into the oil- and gas-rich waters north 
of the Arctic Circle, they are being forced to imagine another oil-spill scenario, one in 
which the response effort is impeded by storms, fog, high winds and massive drifting 
ice floes; in which visibility is minimal, where the nearest coast guard station is over 
1,000 miles away and where spilled oil accumulates on, in and under the ice. Such 
considerations have led to the development of new technologies to detect and deal 
with spilled oil in remote, icy seas. 

In “open water” conditions such as those in the Gulf of Mexico during the Deepwater 
Horizon spill, the primary method for oil-spill detection involves satellite-mounted 
synthetic-aperture radar (SAR). This technology, which can see through clouds and 
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in the dark, involves bouncing radio waves from orbiting satellites off the surface of 
the sea. Any oil floating on the surface has the effect of smoothing the waves made 
by the wind on the water. Admittedly, it is almost impossible to tell the difference 
between an oil slick and a patch of calm water. But at least clean-up teams have 
some idea of where to start more detailed searches. 

In the Arctic, however, SAR is less useful. One problem is that floating ice looks just 
like oil or calm water to a SAR-equipped satellite. According to Rune Storvold of the 
Northern Research Institute, a Norwegian research outfit, SAR-based oil detection is 
only effective in conditions with less than 30% ice coverage. 

Oil on the surface of the water, or sitting on top of snow or ice, can be detected from 
boats or planes using infra-red (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) scanners which can indicate 
both where, and how thick, the layer of oil is. Because oil and ice have different 
temperatures, heat signatures and reflective properties, combined IR-UV scanners 
can be used to differentiate between smooth water, ice and slicks. They can also 
differentiate between thicker oil deposits, which reflect more sunlight and emit less 
heat, and thinner ones. This year Eni Norge, a subsidiary of Eni, an Italian oil giant, 
equipped its fleet of emergency vessels in the Barents Sea in the Norwegian Arctic 
with cameras made by Aptomar, a Norwegian company. 

Such systems can spot oil on the surface of the water or on top of ice, but they need 
a clear line of sight to the oil in order to work. A spill in the Arctic is likely to result in 
oil under rather than on top of the ice. Even oil on the surface may quickly be 
covered by snow. For such scenarios, the most promising detection technology is 
ground-penetrating radar (GPR), which uses high-frequency radar signals, emitted 
either from a sled on the surface of the ice or from a low-flying aircraft, to provide an 
image of the subsurface. Snow, ice and oil reflect radio waves in different ways, 
allowing oil spills to be seen beneath the surface. 

Oil and water 

GPR has been shown to be particularly effective in detecting oil under snow. In 2010 
SINTEF, a Norwegian research organisation carried out a controlled spill on 
Svalbard. A helicopter-mounted GPR system successfully differentiated between ice 
sheets that concealed oil and those that did not. As with other imaging technologies, 
the real improvements in GPR in recent years have been in the software for making 
sense of the collected data, rather than in hardware, says David Dickins, project 
manager of the SINTEF experiment. Even so, GPR has its limitations. “Sea ice is 
very inhomogeneous—it’s not like a flat slab,” says Dr Storvold. Ridges, hollows, and 
variation in thickness can all deform or scatter the GPR signal, making the picture 
less clear and oil spills harder to spot. The situation is further complicated by the 
presence of salt, which absorbs the radar signals, weakening the reflection. 

Earlier this year America’s Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement, with 
support from ExxonMobil, Shell, Statoil and other oil giants, conducted an 
experiment with high-power radar to try to improve the range of conditions in which 
GPR would be effective. The high-power system showed some improvements 
compared with previous tests: it was, for example, able to profile the shape of the 
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underside of the ice. But the test also highlighted the limitations of GPR, particularly 
in conditions when the ice is close to melting. 

To get a more accurate picture of oil under the ice layer, several companies are 
working on detection systems based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). This 
technique, widely used in medical scanners, relies on variations in the magnetic 
properties of the nuclei of different elements. A carefully tuned electromagnetic pulse 
causes the nuclei to flip over, and as they right themselves, they emit radio signals—
a phenomenon called nuclear magnetic resonance. The strength of these signals 
can be used to differentiate different materials. Crucially, ice is transparent to NMR, 
which means it cannot be misled, as GPR can be, by odd-shaped ice formations. 

Last year America’s patent office published details of an application from several 
scientists from Upstream Research Company, a division of ExxonMobil, in which 
they claimed that NMR techniques “provide a solution to a need for oil-spill response 
in ice-prone environments that has existed for over 30 years”. Shell, which has spent 
billions of dollars preparing to look for oil off the coast of Alaska, also says it is 
working on NMR to detect oil spills. 

NMR has its drawbacks, however. As with some GPR systems, NMR systems are 
carried by helicopter. But the large, ring-shaped antenna required is much larger 
than that required for GPR. According to Steve Potter at SL Ross, a consultancy, the 
diameter of the ring must be roughly equal to the distance of the antenna from the oil. 
To detect oil trapped beneath two metres of ice, the helicopter must hold the ring just 
three metres above the surface. That is no easy feat in calm conditions, let alone a 
blizzard. And NMR cannot determine the thickness of oil—which, says Mr Potter, is 
“still a bit of a holy grail issue”. 

The newest approach to detecting oil under ice approaches the problem from 
another angle: underwater. It relies on a combination of two existing oceanographic 
technologies: robot submarines, known as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), 
and sonar. Unlike remotely operated underwater vehicles, which must be tethered to 
a control system on a boat and are therefore limited to a range of several hundred 
metres, AUVs can be programmed to rove beneath the ice over distances of several 
kilometres. 

Submarine dream 

In tests carried out earlier this year at the Cold Regions Research Engineering 
Laboratory in New Hampshire, researchers from the Scottish Association for Marine 
Science equipped AUVs with a suite of sensors, including multi-beam sonar. Once 
under the ice, the AUV fired pulses of sound upwards. Ice and oil reflect the sound 
waves back again in different ways, allowing the presence of oil to be mapped. The 
thickness of the oil layer could be measured to within millimetres, says Jeremy 
Wilkinson, who led the project. Combining multiple detection systems, including 
cameras, sonar and lasers, could improve accuracy and reliability. “It may not be the 
silver bullet, but at least we have a package that can work in conditions where other 
technologies struggle,” he says. 
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Although the technologies for detecting and mapping spilled oil in icy waters are 
rapidly improving, the options for cleaning it up remain limited. In open water, there 
are two main methods for dealing with spilled oil. The first is to hem it in with booms 
and then either skim it off the surface or burn it. The second is to apply chemical 
dispersants to break the oil down into droplets that can be more easily digested by 
naturally occurring bacteria. 

For oil spilled in the Arctic, ice can 
act as a natural boom that prevents 
the oil from spreading out over vast 
distances, as happens in open-water 
spills. And at colder temperatures, oil 
is more viscous and diffuses less 
quickly. Lower temperatures also 
expand the window of time during 
which the surface oil can be burned 
off. In warm-water spills the lighter, 
flammable fractions of the oil 
evaporate within hours.  But 
whatever advantages the Arctic 

offers for oil-spill response, they are overwhelmingly outweighed by the difficulty of 
access. Even in the Deepwater Horizon spill, only 3% of the oil was skimmed, 
according to America’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Burning is 
not an option for oil trapped under ice. That leaves only dispersants. 

Kenneth Lee, the director of Canada’s Centre for Offshore Gas and Energy 
Research, says genomic research suggests that naturally occurring bacteria may be 
able to break down a lot more oil in cold water than was previously thought. His team 
is working on special cold-water dispersants to accelerate this natural process. But 
given the difficulty of mounting a clean-up operation in Arctic conditions, the 
industry’s focus is likely to remain on developing detection technologies that spot 
problems quickly—and doing everything possible to prevent spills from happening in 
the first place. 

Source: The Economist, 1 December 

Arctic Could be Ice-Free in Summer Months, Says Draft IPCC Report 

Of all the warnings about dramatic effects of climate change, a leaked draft UN 
report is the most vigorous in arguing that fears of an ice-free Arctic Ocean in 
summer months can become a reality if the global temperature rises by more than 2 
degree Celsius over current levels. The draft copy of the UN's Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change report says there is a 90-100% chance that the Arctic ice 
cover will continue to shrink through the 21st century with rising greenhouse gas 
emissions. The potential reduction in Arctic ice, resultant rise in water levels and the 
possibility of new sea lanes accessing the frozen north of Russia, Japan and 
Scandinavian countries has engaged scientists for some time and the report 
provides more evidence that this could happen. But any economic benefits apart, 
changes in the polar ice cap can alter life on earth for the worse with more frequent 
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hot spells unless the annual rate of greenhouse gas emissions is halted and even 
reversed. 

The scientific body predicts a global mean surface air temperature change for the 
period 2016-2035 compared to 1986-2005 could be in the range 0.4°C-1.0°C. The 
change, however, is likely on the lower range. Scientific evidence, the report claims, 
shows global combined land and ocean temperature data indicating an increase of 
about 0.8°C over 1901-2010 and about 0.5°C over the period 1979-2010. The 
inability of climate negotiations to bridge the gaps between US, Europe and much of 
the developing world, including expanding economies like China and India, makes 
the report's forecasts even more worrisome. 

The draft report reaffirms that human-induced climate change is heating up the 
atmosphere leading to dramatic changes in global eco-systems. While there are 
natural factors at play, the human hand cannot be discounted and the report 
provides an update on a cut-off on greenhouse gas emissions to prevent irreversible 
climate change. The report, leaked by a known climate sceptic, is still in draft form 
and is to be finalized officially by October 2013. The draft can undergo moderation, 
but the science and evidence has been spelt out in some detail. The results of the 
report imply that the world cannot afford more infertile meetings like the recent one in 
Doha as there is an increasingly urgent need to set limits on cumulative GHG 
emissions and find a way to equitably share the finite carbon space. The Doha talks 
showed that countries continue to lack the economic appetite for imposing limits that 
involve large investments. 

The draft report says it is likely that hot spells will increase globally and the number 
of hot days will also go up over the next few decades. As these predictions are 
probabilistic in nature, scientists use the term "virtually certain" to imply a 99-100% 
probability of an event happening. Very likely refers to a 90-100% probability and 
likely 66-100% probability. This points to continued shrinking of glaciers, although 
there is less clarity on the rate of change. Again, the word 'confidence' is used to 
grade the degree of agreement and robustness of various published scientific data. 
The Greenland Ice Sheet has lost mass since the 1990s and the rate of loss has 
only increased. The Antarctic Ice Sheet is also losing mass at a high rate each year. 
The average decadal extent of Arctic sea ice has decreased in every season since 
satellite observations commenced in 1979 and its thickness and volume is in decline 
as well. Overall rainfall across the planet is also slated to rise and it is likely that the 
frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation events will increase, particularly at 
high latitudes. The IPCC draft report notes that if global temperatures are to be 
maintained at not more than 2°C above pre-industrial levels by 2100, the annual 
greenhouse gas emissions should not exceed 8.5-12.6 pentagrams of carbon per 
year (PgC per year) by 2020, and 4.6-6.3 PgC per year by 2050. Median level 
emissions at 2010 stood at 13.1 PgC per year. The 2°C temperature target requires 
cumulative carbon emissions in the atmosphere by 2100 to stay below 1000-1300 
PgC of which about 545 PgC had already been accumulated by 2011. 

Source: The Times of India, 15 December 


